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Chapter 5 

Part 1 

Federal and State Form Requirements 
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USED CAR RULE 

 The Used Motor Vehicle Trade Regulation Rule is a federal rule issued by the Federal Trade Commission 
(FTC) in 1984 that sets requirements for used car dealerships in the United States. The rule is aimed at 
preventing deceptive and unfair practices in the sale of used motor vehicles and applies to all used car 
dealerships, including those in California. 

The Used Motor Vehicle Trade Regulation Rule requires used car dealers to display a "Buyers Guide" on 
each used car that they offer for sale. This guide provides information about the vehicle, including 
whether it comes with a warranty and what types of defects are covered. It also includes information 
about the dealer's return policy and the terms of any warranty offered. 

The rule also requires dealers to disclose certain information about the vehicle's history, including 
whether it was previously used as a rental car or a taxi, and whether it has been in any accidents or had 
any major repairs. Dealers are also required to provide consumers with a copy of any warranty offered 
and to obtain a signed acknowledgment of the sale from the buyer. 

In California, used car dealerships must comply with both federal and state laws governing the sale of 
used motor vehicles. The California Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) has its own set of regulations 
that dealers must follow, which cover issues such as advertising, sales contracts, and disclosure 
requirements. 

Overall, the Used Motor Vehicle Trade Regulation Rule aims to protect consumers from deceptive and 
unfair practices in the sale of used motor vehicles and to ensure that the customer has the information 
they need to make informed purchasing decisions. 

 

 

Federal Buyers Guide 

As a part of the Used Motor Vehicle Trade Regulation Rule of 1984, the definition of the expectations 
that must be met by a used vehicle dealer were more clearly outlined. This would become what the 
Federal Trade Commission outlined as the Used Car Rule.  

Before a used vehicle is offered for sale, a Buyer’s Guide must be filled in based on the details of the 
vehicle and the dealer it is offered for sale at. It also needs to be posted on the vehicle so you can clearly 
see the front and back of the buyer’s guide when looking at the vehicle.  
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The Federal Trade Commission's (FTC) Used Car Rule requires used car dealerships to display a "Buyers 
Guide" on every used car offered for sale. The Buyers Guide must contain the following information: 

1. The make, model, year, and vehicle identification number (VIN) of the vehicle. 

2. Whether the vehicle is being sold "as is" or with a warranty. 

3. The terms of the warranty, if any, include the duration and what systems or components are 
covered. 

4. Any systems or components that are known to be defective or that may require repair. 

5. Whether there are any other types of warranties or service contracts available for purchase. 

6. The dealer's name and address, as well as the date the Buyers Guide was printed. 

Customers can use the Buyers Guide to get information about the vehicle's condition and history, the 
warranty coverage, and any defects that may need repair. The Buyers Guide can also help customers 
compare different vehicles and dealerships and make more informed purchasing decisions. 

In California, used car dealerships must comply with both federal and state laws governing the sale of 
used motor vehicles. The California Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) has its own set of regulations 
that dealers must follow, which cover issues such as advertising, sales contracts, and disclosure 
requirements. 

Under California law, the Buyers Guide must include additional information about the vehicle's history, 
including whether it was previously used as a rental car or a taxi, and whether it has been in any 
accidents or had any major repairs. California also requires dealers to provide a Spanish-language Buyers 
Guide if the vehicle is sold in a primarily Spanish-speaking area. 

Overall, the Buyers Guide is an important tool for customers buying a used car, and dealerships in 
California and across the United States must comply with the federal Used Car Rule and any applicable 
state regulations to ensure that customers are fully informed about the vehicles that they are 
purchasing. 
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This is the way the form is broken down: 

 

One of the first elements of filling in the Buyers Guide is making sure that the information is correct 
regarding the year, make, model and vehicle identification number on the vehicle. 

There are two separate ways that the next portion can be displayed for your retail customer, but it 
greatly depends on what kind of a warranty policy you’re going to have at your dealership. 

 

 

For many dealers who start initially, offering a vehicle As Is – No Dealer Warranty is how most dealers 
choose to operate. This can prove to be a setback for some retail customers when they look at whatever 
vehicles are potentially for sale at the dealership lot. Knowing how to overcome some of these 
objections can be crucial to the success of your sale. Here are some ways to overcome objections to 
offering vehicles as is: 

Showing/proving your work – Part of division twelve safety requirements are ensuring that the 
vehicle that is offered to the retail public must ensure that all safety equipment is in proper 
working condition prior to offering the vehicle for sale.  
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o One ideal way of doing this is making sure that a mechanic shop has done a safety 
inspection on the vehicle. By showing a potential customer a copy of the service order 
that was performed on a vehicle, this will instill confidence with your potential customer 
and help instill confidence in the potential sale. 
 

Is the vehicle still under manufacturer’s warranty?  
o Manufacturers all have a specific warranty that comes with their vehicle at the time of 

purchase with the original owner. Some warranties extend for the lifetime of the 
vehicle, some do not extend to third party consumers-so it is important to know the 
vehicle that you are selling and make sure that your customer is aware of the situation 
that is presented by this as well.  
 

Example- Hyundai has a 10-year, 100,000-mile powertrain warranty with the 
original owner. However, once the original owner sells the vehicle, the 
manufacturer’s warranty goes to a 5-year, 60,000-mile warranty on the 
powertrain.  
 
Pro Tip – If a vehicle is outside of manufacturer’s warranty, there is a chance 
that a franchise store might “Goodwill” the coverage on the warranty 
depending on the situation. This should not be relied on as a guarantee but can 
be helpful to ask to see if something can be done.  

 
 

Vehicle Service Contract – Vehicle service contracts can be an excellent supplement to an “As Is 
– No Warranty Sale” due to the additional coverage that it adds to consumer confidence. 
Vehicle service contracts stem from a simple powertrain warranty all the way to near full 
coverage on any failed component on a vehicle. It is also important to understand the difference 
between a warranty and a service contract. Warranties are provided directly from a dealer or 
manufacturer, whereas a service contract is a third-party agreement that is handled directly 
between a mechanic shop and the service contract provider.  
 

o Note – Make sure before you offer a vehicle service contract that you understand the 
level of coverage that a service contract provider offers. Make sure you read the fine 
print! One example of this coverage extends to “internal lubricated parts.” Many do not 
cover “reasonable wear and tear” on certain vehicle items such as: 

Tires 
Brakes 
Wiper blades 
Rotors  
Etc. 

 
o Pro Tip – NEVER indicate that a vehicle service contract is “Full Coverage.” Most, if not 

all, service contract providers have limitations on what is covered on a vehicle and 
telling your customer that they have full coverage on their service contract runs the risk 
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of not setting proper expectations with your client. Rather than saying it is fully covered, 
try using the number of components that the service contract covers. 

“Our gold package offers 750 individualized parts that covers your vehicle for 
the next 5 years, 100,000 miles.” 

If a warranty is offered by your dealership, the dealership should be extremely detailed when it comes 
to what is covered and outline exactly what on the vehicle are the covered items. There are two types of 
warranties that can be offered. Either full or limited:  

Full warranty – If the vehicle is a full warranty, then it must have all the following: 
 

o The warranty service and claims are open to anyone that owns the vehicle if the 
warranty time is still valid.  

o Warranty services are always free of charge regardless of the circumstances. 
o Customers must be given the option to either be able to repair or replace any damaged 

item or if the item in question cannot be properly addressed within a certain number of 
requests.  

o Customers are not required to do anything beyond letting the dealer know that the 
service is needed. Once notification happens, the service needs to be performed unless 
it can be determined that it is reasonable that a customer needs to do more than just 
simply give notice.  

o The warranty cannot be limited in any way. 

 

 

It is because of these parameters that most warranties are considered limited. A warranty operates on 
the basis of giving the selling dealer the opportunity to decide what they want to cover. It is important 
for dealers to outline specifically what percentage of the of the labor will be covered and what 
percentage of the parts will be covered as well.  

There are certain circumstances where a deductible may come into play, therefore putting an * next to 
the number and provide a detailed explanation under the column that outlines the Systems Covered and 
Duration section: 

“A $100 deductible is required for each service appointment.” 
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Listed in the Buyers Guide are two separate columns that outline what systems are covered and how 
long the warranty is for those items. It is important to also note if the vehicle is still under the 
manufacturer’s warranty or if it’s a dealer-covered item.  
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Service Contracts 

It is required that the dealer lists in the buyer’s guide if a service contract is going to be offered. That is 
why it is important to understand, as a dealer, what is included in a service contract. How are they used 
and what benefit can they provide for both the dealer and the customer alike.  

Vehicle service contracts (VSC), also known as extended warranties or service agreements, are contracts 
that provide additional coverage for repair or replacement of certain components or systems on a 
vehicle. These contracts are typically sold by dealerships or third-party providers and are designed to 
provide customers with added peace of mind and protection from unexpected repair costs. 

Pros of purchasing a vehicle service contract include: 

1. Protection from unexpected repair costs: A VSC can cover repair or replacement costs for 
certain components or systems that are not covered by the manufacturer's warranty, which can 
help protect customers from unexpected and potentially costly repairs. 

2. Peace of mind: Knowing that certain repairs or replacements are covered under a VSC can 
provide customers with added peace of mind and reduce the stress and anxiety associated with 
unexpected repairs. 

3. Transferable: In some cases, VSC’s can be transferred to a new owner if the vehicle is sold, 
which can add value to the vehicle and make it more attractive to potential buyers. 

Cons of purchasing a vehicle service contract include: 

1. Cost: VSC’s can be expensive, and customers may end up paying more for the contract than they 
would for the repairs themselves. 

2. Limited coverage: VSC’s may not cover all repairs or replacements, and there may be exclusions 
or limitations that customers should be aware of before purchasing. 

3. Claims process: Filing a claim under a VSC can be a complex process, and customers may need to 
meet certain requirements or provide documentation to have the repair or replacement 
covered. 

In California, dealerships can offer VSC’s to customers to provide additional protection and peace of 
mind. California law requires dealerships to disclose certain information about VSCs to customers, 
including the cost of the contract, the coverage provided, and any deductibles or exclusions. 

Examples of companies that sell service contracts for car dealers include Ally, Zurich, and CNA National 
Warranty Corporation. These companies offer a range of VSC options for dealerships to offer to 
customers, with varying levels of coverage and pricing. It is important for customers to research and 
compare different VSC options and providers to find the best fit for their needs and budget. 
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Vehicle History Reports  

The last portion that needs to be signed off by the customer is the vehicle history report. There is one 
report that is required which is the NMVTIS report or the National Motor Vehicle Title Information 
System. The other two that are suggested are Carfax and Autocheck. Let us learn how each of these can 
be used.  

The National Motor Vehicle Title Information System (NMVTIS) is a federal database that provides 
information on the history of motor vehicles in the United States. The database contains data from state 
motor vehicle agencies, insurance companies, salvage yards, and other sources, and it is intended to 
help prevent vehicle-related fraud and theft. 

NMVTIS was established by the Anti-Car Theft Act of 1992, and it became fully operational in 2009. It is 
overseen by the Department of Justice and managed by the American Association of Motor Vehicle 
Administrators (AAMVA). 

When buying a car, an NMVTIS report can be used to provide information on the vehicle's history, 
including: 

1. Title information: The report can show whether the vehicle has a clean title, a salvage title, or 
has been reported as stolen. 

2. Odometer readings: The report can provide information on the vehicle's odometer readings, 
which can help to identify potential fraud or odometer tampering. 

3. Accident history: The report can provide information on any reported accidents or damage to 
the vehicle. 

4. Previous owners: The report can show how many previous owners the vehicle has had, which 
can be helpful in determining its overall condition and history. 

The NMVTIS report can be purchased from authorized providers, and the cost varies depending on the 
provider and the level of detail included in the report. 

The NMVTIS report gets its data from a variety of sources, including state motor vehicle agencies, 
insurance companies, salvage yards, and auto recyclers. By collecting and analyzing this data, NMVTIS 
helps to prevent vehicle-related fraud and theft, and it provides valuable information to consumers who 
are considering purchasing a used car. 

Pro Tip: 

The provider that we recommend at California Dealer Academy is vinaudit.com 

 

Here is a little bit of the history of the company.  

VinAudit.com is a web-based service that provides vehicle history reports to consumers who are 
considering purchasing a used car. The service is designed to help consumers make informed decisions 
about the vehicles they are interested in, by providing detailed information on the vehicle's history, 
including accident history, title information, and other crucial details. 
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VinAudit.com uses data from a variety of sources, including the National Motor Vehicle Title Information 
System (NMVTIS), which is a federal database that collects information on the history of motor vehicles 
in the United States. By collecting and analyzing this data, VinAudit.com provides consumers with a 
comprehensive view of the vehicle's history, which can help them to identify potential problems or 
issues before making a purchase. 

To use VinAudit.com, consumers simply enter the vehicle identification number (VIN) of the car they are 
interested in, and the system generates a detailed report that includes information on the vehicle's title 
history, accident history, odometer readings, and other crucial details. The report also includes a score 
that indicates the overall health of the vehicle based on its history, as well as a recommended retail 
value based on current market conditions. 

VinAudit.com offers a range of pricing options, from a single report to a monthly subscription, 
depending on the needs of the consumer. The service is widely used by consumers who are considering 
purchasing a used car, as well as by car dealerships and other businesses that need to access vehicle 
history information on a regular basis. 

On the following pages, here is an example of what an NMVTIS Report looks like: 
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Carfax 

Carfax is a web-based service that provides vehicle history reports to consumers who are considering 
purchasing a used car. The company was founded in 1984 and is based in Centreville, Virginia. 

The Carfax report includes a variety of information about the vehicle's history, including: 

1. Title information: The report can show whether the vehicle has a clean title, a salvage title, or 
has been reported as stolen. 

2. Odometer readings: The report can provide information on the vehicle's odometer readings, 
which can help to identify potential fraud or odometer tampering. 

3. Accident history: The report can provide information on any reported accidents or damage to 
the vehicle. 

4. Service history: The report will show the vehicle's service records, including repairs and 
maintenance performed over its lifetime. 

5. Ownership history: The report can show how many previous owners the vehicle has had, and in 
some cases, the report can provide information on the length of each ownership period. 

6. Recall information: The report can show whether the vehicle has any open recalls that have not 
been addressed. 

Consumers benefit from Carfax by being able to make more informed decisions about the vehicles they 
are considering purchasing. By reviewing the Carfax report, consumers can identify potential problems 
or issues with the vehicle's history, which can help them to avoid purchasing a car with a hidden past. 

Car dealers benefit from using Carfax by being able to provide more transparent information to their 
customers. By providing a Carfax report to a potential buyer, dealers can demonstrate that they are 
selling a vehicle with a clean history and no hidden problems. This can help to build trust with their 
customers and increase sales. 

Carfax offers a range of pricing options, from a single report to a subscription service that provides 
access to multiple reports. The service is widely used by consumers who are considering purchasing a 
used car, as well as by car dealerships and other businesses that need to access vehicle history 
information on a regular basis. 
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Example of a Carfax: 
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AutoCheck 

AutoCheck is a web-based service that provides vehicle history reports to consumers who are 
considering purchasing a used car. The service is owned and operated by Experian, a global information 
services company based in Dublin, Ireland. The report is commonly used as a window into auction 
condition reports along with providing extra guidance for consumers.  

The AutoCheck report is important to review before a customer buys a car because it provides a 
comprehensive view of the vehicle's history, including any accidents, repairs, or other issues that may 
impact its value or safety. By reviewing the AutoCheck report, consumers can make more informed 
decisions about the vehicles they are considering purchasing and avoid purchasing a car with a hidden 
past. 

For dealers, the AutoCheck report can be a valuable tool for building trust with customers and increasing 
sales. By providing a vehicle history report from AutoCheck, dealers can demonstrate that they are 
selling a car with a clean history and no hidden problems. This can help to build confidence with their 
customers and increase the likelihood of a successful sale. 

The AutoCheck report includes a variety of information about the vehicle's history, including: 

1. Title information: The report can show whether the vehicle has a clean title, a salvage title, or 
has been reported as stolen. 

2. Accident history: The report can provide information on any reported accidents or damage to 
the vehicle. 

3. Odometer readings: The report can provide information on the vehicle's odometer readings, 
which can help to identify potential fraud or odometer tampering. 

4. Service history: The report will show the vehicle's service records, including repairs and 
maintenance performed over its lifetime. 

5. Ownership history: The report can show how many previous owners the vehicle has had, and in 
some cases, the report can provide information on the length of each ownership period. 

6. Recall information: The report can show whether the vehicle has any open recalls that have not 
been addressed. 

AutoCheck offers a range of pricing options, from a single report to a subscription service that provides 
access to multiple reports. The service is widely used by consumers who are considering purchasing a 
used car, as well as by car dealerships and other businesses that need to access vehicle history 
information on a regular basis. 
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Example of an Autocheck Report: 
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TrueFrame Report (Vehicle History Enhancement) 

TrueFrame is a company that provides independent vehicle inspections and certifications to dealerships, 
individuals, and other businesses. The company was founded in 2019 by Jeffrey Risch and Tony 
Leopoldino. 

A TrueFrame report is a detailed inspection report that provides a comprehensive view of the vehicle's 
condition and history. The report includes information on the vehicle's structural integrity, previous 
damage, and repairs, as well as information on the vehicle's history, including any accidents or other 
incidents that may have affected its value or safety. 

The TrueFrame report is designed to help consumers make more informed decisions when purchasing a 
used car. By providing a detailed analysis of the vehicle's condition and history, the report can help to 
identify any potential issues or concerns that may impact its value or safety. This can help consumers to 
avoid purchasing a car with hidden problems and ensure that they are getting a fair price for the vehicle. 

In addition to providing valuable information for consumers, the TrueFrame report can also benefit 
dealerships and other businesses. By providing a certified inspection report, dealerships can 
demonstrate that they are selling a vehicle that has been thoroughly inspected and is in good condition. 
This can help to build trust with customers and increase the likelihood of a successful sale. 

Overall, the TrueFrame report is a valuable tool for both consumers and dealerships. By providing a 
detailed analysis of the vehicle's condition and history, the report can help to ensure that consumers 
make informed decisions when purchasing a used car, and that dealerships are selling vehicles that meet 
lofty standards of quality and safety. 

TrueFrame, in addition to the other vehicle history reports, can give true full 360 transparency towards 
all of the issues that have been reported regarding problems with potential vehicles. Keep in mind, 
however, these reports are only as good as the data that is being fed to them. It is always in the dealer’s 
best interest to consider these as tools for guidance and trust, but always verify.  
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Example of a TrueFrame report:  
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Buyers Guide – Second Page 

The second page of the buyer’s guide goes over all the major defects of a used vehicle. When a dealer 
puts all of their contact information on the back and both the customer, and the dealer sign it. It is a 
clever idea and recommended to have a buyer sign the first page as well.  
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Assembly Bill 68- Used Car Sales Law 

AB 68, also known as the Used Car Sales Law, is a California state law that was passed in 1985. The law is 
designed to protect consumers who purchase used vehicles by requiring dealers to disclose certain 
information about the vehicle's condition, history, and warranty coverage. 

Under the law, car dealers in California are required to provide buyers with a written disclosure 
document that includes information such as: 

Whether the vehicle has been in any accidents or has been damaged 

Whether the vehicle has been used as a rental or a fleet vehicle 

Whether the vehicle has been salvaged, rebuilt, or had its odometer rolled back. 

Whether the vehicle comes with a warranty, and if so, the terms of that warranty. 

The law also requires dealers to provide buyers with a two-day cooling-off period during which they can 
return the vehicle for a full refund. Additionally, dealers are required to provide a warranty on certain 
vehicles, depending on their age and mileage. 

The purpose of AB 68 is to give consumers more information and protection when purchasing a used 
vehicle, as well as to promote fair and honest practices in the used car industry. 

To sell a vehicle under AB 68 laws, car dealers in California are required to fill out a number of forms, 
including a Vehicle History Report Disclosure form, a Used Vehicle Buyers Guide, and a Warranty 
Disclosure Statement. These forms are designed to provide buyers with the information they need to 
make an informed decision about the vehicle they are purchasing. 

California Foreign Language Acknowledgement Form 

The California Foreign Language Acknowledgment Form is a document that must be included with 
certain legal documents, such as real estate deeds or powers of attorney, when those documents are 
signed by individuals who do not speak English. The form is intended to ensure that non-English 
speakers understand the content of the document they are signing, even if they are not fluent in English. 

The California Foreign Language Acknowledgment Form must be provided in the language that the 
singer understands. If the signer does not understand English, the form must be provided in their native 
language. If the signer understands English but is more comfortable reading or speaking another 
language, the form must be provided in that language. There is no specific list of languages that must be 
included with the form, as it will vary depending on the signer's needs. 

The inclusion of the California Foreign Language Acknowledgment Form is beneficial to customers 
because it ensures that they fully understand the content of the legal document they are signing. This 
can help to prevent misunderstandings, disputes, or legal issues down the line. 

As for the Used Vehicle Buyers Guide, it is required by law that it be provided in both English and 
Spanish if the dealer conducts sales in Spanish. The Buyers Guide must be displayed on the vehicle, and 
the Spanish version must be a mirror translation of the English version. This is to ensure that Spanish-
speaking buyers have access to the same information as English-speaking buyers and can make 
informed decisions about the used vehicle they are considering purchasing. 
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One of the first forms that should be completed out of the AB 68 forms is the California Foreign 
Language Acknowledgement Form. 

 

The beginning portion of the form is relatively easy to navigate. You need to make sure that the buyers’ 
name and address are listed correctly along with the name of the dealership and their address.  

 

Next the customer needs to acknowledge which language they would like to proceed with. Keep in 
mind, the dealership needs to provide buyers guides, purchase orders and contracts in: 

Chinese 
English 
Korean  
Spanish 
Tagalog 

Vietnamese 
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Here are some of the situations that arise when it comes to interpreters: 

If the dealership provides the interpreter, they must be a licensed salesperson for the 
dealership.  
The interpreter must be at least 18 years of age or older to be an interpreter.  

o In the state of California, you must be at least 18 years of age or older to negotiate a 
contract. Important to keep in mind this also includes test driving a vehicle, which is a 
part of the negotiation process.  

It is a best practice to have a customer sign a REG 256, a statement of facts, indicating that they 
read and understand both English and the interpreted language. 
If the negotiations are done in Spanish, a Spanish translation of the Federal Buyers Guide must 
be on the vehicle in question before negotiations start.  

Once the customer has selected which language that they would like to proceed with, both the 
customer and the dealer will sign and date. 

 

This form outlines the buyer’s name and address, the co-buyer’s name and address and the dealership’s 
name and address. It establishes that, in the language the customer has designated, that the contract, 
buyers and purchase order has been provided to the customer in the language they have specified that 
they speak.  

If the dealer does not speak the language that the customer is requesting, there are a few steps that 
must be taken to ensure the process is handled correctly: 

1. Provide the customer the form they are requesting, in the language they are requesting, with a 
line through it. This will act as a translation copy for the customer.  

2. The customer will then receive the English copy of the form. This will be the actual document 
that the customer will sign. The customer will reference the translation copy to read over the 
documentation. 

3. Have the customer sign a REG 256 (Statement of Facts) indicating that the customer has been 
provided all necessary documentation in both English and the interpreted language. 
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Contract Cancelation Agreement 

A contract cancellation agreement for a used car purchased from a California dealer is a document that 
allows a buyer to cancel a contract for the purchase of a used car within a specified period of time. This 
type of agreement is typically offered as part of a dealer's policy to provide customers with additional 
protection and flexibility in their purchase. 

The agreement is beneficial to a customer because it allows them to cancel the contract and return the 
car for a refund if they are not satisfied with the purchase for any reason. This can provide peace of 
mind and reduce the risk of purchasing a car that turns out to have hidden issues or problems. 

The requirements for the form may vary depending on the dealer, but it should typically include the 
following information: 

The date of the agreement 

The name and address of the dealer and the buyer 

The make, model, and year of the car being purchased. 

The purchase price of the car 

The date by which the buyer must cancel the contract. 

The terms and conditions for canceling the contract, including any fees or charges that may 
apply. 

The procedure for returning the car and obtaining a refund for the vehicle and if the vehicle is 
subject to restocking fees.  

The specified miles a customer can drive. Minimum requirement is 2 days or 250 miles.  

In California, dealers are required to provide a contract cancellation agreement for used car purchases if 
the car is priced at $40,000 or less and the buyer's financing was arranged by the dealer. The agreement 
must be provided in both English and Spanish if the dealer conducts sales in Spanish. The cancellation 
period must be at least two days and the agreement must include specific language required by 
California law. 

According to the California Vehicle Code, a dealer needs to display a notice that is not less than eight 
inches high and ten inches wide in each office where numbers are discussed in the dealer’s place of 
business that indicates the following information: 

“THERE IS NO COOLING-OFF PERIOD UNLESS YOU OBTAIN A CONTRACT CANCELLATION OPTION” 

California law does not provide for a “cooling-off” or other cancellation period for vehicle lease or 
purchase contracts. Therefore, you cannot later cancel such a contract simply because you change your 
mind, decide the vehicle costs too much, or wish you had acquired a different vehicle. After you sign a 
motor vehicle purchase or lease contract, it may only be canceled with the agreement of the seller or 
lessor or for legal cause, such as fraud. 
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However, California law does require a seller to offer a 2-day contract cancellation option on used 
vehicles with a purchase price of less than $40,000, subject to certain statutory conditions. This contract 
cancellation option requirement does not apply to the sale of a recreational vehicle, a motorcycle, or an 
off-highway motor vehicle subject to identification under California law. See the vehicle contract 
cancellation option agreement for details. 

What does this mean for the dealer?  

The dealer must present to the consumer an agreement that the customer signs and contains the 
following: 

Buyer’s name and address 

o Co-buyer’s name and address 

Dealership’s name and address 

Vehicle description: 

o Year 

o Make  

o Model 

o Vin 

Vehicle delivery date 

Contract cancellation purchase price (Based On the cash price of the vehicle) 

o Vehicle’s price is $5000 or less. 

$75 

o Vehicle’s price is between 
$5001 to $10k. 

$150 

o Vehicle’s price is between 
$10001 to $30k. 

$250 

o Vehicle’s price is between 
$30001 to $39,999. 

One percent of the 
vehicle’s value 

Restocking fee – In the event the customer purchases the contract cancellation option, the 
dealer has the right to charge a restocking fee.  

o Vehicle’s price is $5000 or less. 

$175 

o Vehicle’s price is $5001 to $10k. 

$350 

o Vehicles price is between 
$10,001 to $39,999. 

$500 
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o Important to note – Although the contract cancellation is not something the customer 
can seek a refund for, the restocking fee is an optional charge that the dealer can 
implement. The restocking fee typically goes towards use over the 2 day or 250-mile 
period that the customer has been in possession of the vehicle.  

If the dealer charges a restocking fee, the total amount needs to be taken out of 
the existing charge for the contract cancellation agreement: 

Example – If a customer purchases a contract cancelation for a $10,000 
vehicle, the total cost would be $150. If a customer wants to return the 
vehicle, the restocking fee would be $350. Therefore, since the 
customer already paid $150, the remaining balance would be $200.  

Odometer disclosure 

It is important to disclose the date and time that the customer must return the vehicle if they choose to 
exercise their right to return the vehicle.  

If the vehicle involved a trade: 

If a trade-in vehicle was involved in a contract cancellation agreement for a used car purchase, the buyer 
typically has the option to either: 

1. Cancel the entire transaction, including the trade-in, and receive a refund for any payments 
made or the return of their down payment and the trade-in vehicle. 

2. Proceed with the cancellation of the purchase of the used car but keep the trade-in vehicle and 
any payments made towards the trade-in. 

If the dealer sold the trade-in vehicle before the allotted time for the cancellation agreement, the dealer 
would still be required to honor the terms of the contract cancellation agreement. The dealer would 
need to refund the buyer the agreed-upon value of the trade-in as part of the refund process, even if the 
trade-in was no longer in the dealer's possession. 

In the event that the dealer cannot provide a refund for the agreed-upon value of the trade-in, the 
buyer may be entitled to take legal action to recover the value of the trade-in. The buyer may want to 
consult with an attorney or file a complaint with the California Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) to 
pursue their options. 
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If a customer returns a vehicle: 

When a vehicle is returned under a contract cancellation agreement, the dealer should conduct a 
thorough inspection of the vehicle to assess its condition and any changes that may have occurred while 
it was in the buyer's possession. 

The inspection should cover all aspects of the vehicle, including its mechanical, electrical, and safety 
systems, as well as its appearance and cleanliness. The dealer should look for any signs of damage or 
wear and tear that were not present at the time of the sale, such as dents, scratches, or stains. 

If any issues are identified during the inspection, the dealer should address them before offering the 
vehicle for sale again. Depending on the nature and extent of the issues, the dealer may need to make 
repairs, replace parts, or lower the price of the vehicle to reflect its reduced value. 

In addition to the inspection, the dealer should also complete any necessary paperwork to transfer 
ownership of the vehicle back to their possession. This may include updating the vehicle's registration 
and title, as well as any financing or insurance documents related to the sale. 

When is a contract cancellation not required? 

In California, dealers are not required to provide a contract cancellation agreement for certain types of 
used car purchases, including: 

1. Sales of used cars for $40,000 or more 

2. Sales of used cars that are not primarily intended for personal, family, or household use, such as 
commercial or fleet vehicles. 

3. Wholesale transactions 

4. Powersports, motorcycles or RVs 

However, even if a contract cancellation agreement is not required by law, some dealers may still offer 
this type of agreement as part of their sales policy to provide additional protection and flexibility to their 
customers. Buyers should carefully review their purchase agreement and any other documents provided 
by the dealer to understand their rights and options in the event of a cancellation. 

Contract Cancellation Wrap Up: 

You need to offer the customer a 2 day/250-mile contract cancellation option. Failure to do so 
can be a misdemeanor crime and cause action against your dealer license. 
You need to have a sign posted at the dealership and any desk where numbers are discussed 
outlining the customers’ rights.  
If a trade is involved, clearly mark it not for sale and make sure it is parked at the dealership 
until the allotted time has passed.  
Make sure to specify the date and time it can be returned if the customer exercises that right 
and what the cost of a restoking fee will be.  
Explain to the customer their options but use this opportunity to discuss with your customer the 
benefits of a service contract and how that may be more beneficial to them than a contract 
cancellation agreement.  
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Example of what a Contract Cancellation Option Looks Like:] 
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Supplemental Form – Contract Cancellation Option Refused 

Pro Tip: 

I am a firm believer in supporting documentation when it comes to retail and that is why this form, 
although not required, is a great addition to what a car dealer should have when retailing a vehicle.  

It allows your customer the opportunity to read and sign again understanding that they were 
offered this but have refused to purchase the contract cancellation option. Remember, customers 
get a copy of everything that they sign at the dealership.  
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Pre-Contract Disclosure/Optional Products and Services Disclosure 

An Optional Products and Service Disclosure form is a document that California car dealers are 
required to provide to customers to disclose any optional products or services that are being offered 
for sale in connection with the purchase or lease of a vehicle. This form is required under California 
law to ensure that consumers have a clear understanding of the cost and value of any additional 
products or services that they may be purchasing. 

The disclosure form is beneficial to consumers because it allows them to make informed decisions 
about their purchase and avoid any unexpected or unnecessary costs. The form lists the optional 
products and services that are available for purchase, along with the cost of each item and a brief 
description of what it covers. 

The following items are required to be listed on the Optional Products and Service Disclosure: 

1. GAP Waiver or similar debt cancellation agreement 

2. Service contract or extended warranty 

3. Prepaid maintenance plan 

4. Appearance protection product 

5. Theft deterrent product 

6. Vehicle protection product 

7. Contract cancellation agreement 

8. Key replacement product 

9. Etching product 

10. Tire and wheel protection product 

If a customer does not receive an Optional Products and Service Disclosure form from the dealer, 
they may be able to cancel any optional products or services for which they were charged. The 
customer may also be able to take legal action against the dealer for failing to provide the required 
disclosure. 

Let us look more in depth to each of these items: 

GAP Insurance 

GAP insurance is an optional type of auto insurance that covers the difference, or "gap," between 
the amount that a driver owes on their car loan or lease and the actual cash value of the vehicle if it 
is totaled or stolen. GAP is short for Guaranteed Asset Protection, and it can be a great item for 
customers to purchase at your dealership. Let us look at both sides. 
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The pros of GAP insurance are: 

1. Protects against monetary loss: If a car is totaled or stolen, the insurance payout may not cover 
the full amount owed on the loan or lease. GAP insurance protects against this monetary loss. 

2. Affordable: GAP insurance is often relatively inexpensive compared to other types of auto 
insurance. 

3. Provides peace of mind: Knowing that you have gap insurance can give you peace of mind, 
especially if you have a large car loan or lease. 

The cons of GAP insurance are: 

1. Limited coverage: GAP insurance only covers the difference between the loan or lease amount 
and the actual cash value of the vehicle. It does not cover other expenses, such as repairs or 
medical bills. 

2. Not always necessary: GAP insurance may not be necessary if you have a small loan or lease, or 
if you have a large down payment on the vehicle. 

GAP insurance is beneficial for car dealers to offer to their clients because it can help protect the 
dealership's monetary interests. If a customer's vehicle is totaled or stolen and they owe more on 
their loan or lease than the car is worth, the dealership may not be able to recoup the full amount 
owed. By offering GAP insurance, dealerships can help ensure that they receive the full amount 
owed, which can reduce their financial risk and help them stay in business. Additionally, offering 
GAP insurance can be a selling point for customers who are looking for added protection and peace 
of mind. 

Service Contracts 

We talked about service contracts earlier in class, however, let us do another brief overview.  

A service contract, also known as an extended warranty, is an optional contract offered by car 
dealerships that provides additional coverage for certain repairs and services beyond the 
manufacturer's warranty. Service contracts typically cover major vehicle components, such as the 
engine, transmission, and electrical systems, and may include additional benefits like roadside 
assistance and rental car reimbursement. 

Customers who buy used cars should consider service contracts because they provide added 
protection and peace of mind against unexpected repair costs. Used cars are more likely to require 
repairs than new cars, and the cost of these repairs can add up quickly. A service contract can help 
mitigate these costs and provide customers with confidence that their vehicle is covered if 
something goes wrong. 

For dealerships, selling service contracts is beneficial because it can help increase their revenue and 
increase customer satisfaction. Service contracts are typically sold at a markup, meaning that 
dealerships can earn additional profit on each sale. Additionally, offering service contracts can help 
build trust and loyalty with customers by providing them with added value and protection. This can 
lead to repeat business and positive word-of-mouth referrals. 
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It is important for customers to carefully review the terms and conditions of a service contract 
before purchasing, as not all service contracts are created equal. Some contracts may have 
restrictions or exclusions that limit coverage or may only cover certain types of repairs. Customers 
should also be aware of the length of coverage, the deductible amount, and any other fees or costs 
associated with the contract. 

Pre-Paid Maintenance Plan 

A prepaid maintenance plan is an optional service offered by car dealerships that provides 
customers with scheduled maintenance services at a discounted rate. Typically, customers pay 
upfront for a set number of maintenance visits or a specific time period, such as three years or 
30,000 miles. Maintenance services may include oil changes, tire rotations, brake inspections, and 
other routine services. 

There are several benefits for customers to purchase a prepaid maintenance plan when they buy a 
used car from a dealer: 

1. Convenience: Prepaid maintenance plans provide customers with a convenient way to keep 
their car in good condition, without having to worry about scheduling and paying for individual 
services as they come up. 

2. Cost savings: Prepaid maintenance plans typically offer a discounted rate compared to paying 
for each service individually, which can save customers money over time. 

3. Peace of mind: By purchasing a prepaid maintenance plan, customers can have peace of mind 
knowing that their car is receiving regular maintenance and that any potential issues will be 
caught early. 

4. Increased resale value: A car with a documented history of regular maintenance may have a 
higher resale value than one that does not, making a prepaid maintenance plan a good 
investment for customers who plan to resell their car in the future. 

Overall, a prepaid maintenance plan can be a smart investment for customers who want to keep 
their used car in good condition and save money on routine maintenance services. It can also 
provide peace of mind and potentially increase the resale value of the vehicle. If a dealership offers 
repairs of any kind, even going as far as to refer a customer for work at another shop, the dealership 
must have a BAR License. 

BAR License 

In California, if a dealership performs repairs, they must have a valid Automotive Repair Dealer 
license issued by the Bureau of Automotive Repair (BAR). This license is required for businesses that 
perform any type of repair work on vehicles, including mechanical, electrical, or body repairs. 
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To obtain a BAR license in California, there are several requirements that must be met. These 
include: 

1. Completing a BAR-approved training program: All individuals who perform repairs for the 
dealership must complete a BAR-approved training program in automotive repair. 

2. Passing a written examination: All individuals who perform repairs for the dealership must pass 
a written examination administered by the BAR. 

3. Meeting business requirements: The dealership must meet all business requirements set forth 
by the BAR, including having a valid business license, insurance, and a properly equipped repair 
facility. 

4. Paying applicable fees: The dealership must pay all applicable fees associated with obtaining and 
maintaining a BAR license. 

A BAR license is beneficial for a dealership in California because it demonstrates to customers that 
the dealership is licensed, trained, and qualified to perform repairs on their vehicles. It also provides 
customers with the assurance that their vehicle is being repaired by professionals who are 
accountable to the state regulatory agency. Additionally, having a BAR license can help a dealership 
stand out from its competitors and attract more customers who value quality repairs and 
professional service. 

Vehicle Appearance/ Protection Plan 

A vehicle appearance/protection plan is an optional service that dealerships may offer to customers 
to protect the appearance of their vehicle. This can include various services such as paint and fabric 
protection, rustproofing, windshield protection, and more. These plans typically come at an 
additional cost and can be added to a customer's purchase price or financed into their auto loan. 

The benefits of a vehicle appearance/protection plan for a customer include: 

1. Maintaining the appearance of the vehicle: By protecting the exterior and interior of the vehicle, 
customers can help to preserve its appearance and protect its resale value. 

2. Ease of maintenance: By protecting the vehicle's surfaces, it can make cleaning and 
maintenance easier, saving the customer time and effort. 

3. Protection from environmental factors: Services such as rustproofing and paint protection can 
help to protect the vehicle from environmental factors such as salt, moisture, and UV rays, 
which can cause damage over time. 

4. Potential cost savings: By preventing damage from occurring, a vehicle appearance/protection 
plan can potentially save the customer money on costly repairs or replacements. 

Overall, a vehicle appearance/protection plan can be a good investment for customers who want to 
protect their investment and keep their vehicle looking its best. It can potentially save the customer 
money on repairs and maintenance while also helping to preserve the resale value of the vehicle. 
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Vehicle Etching/ Key, Wheel, Tire Replacement 

Vehicle etching is a process where a unique identification number is etched onto the windows of a 
vehicle, making it more difficult for thieves to steal and sell the vehicle. This process can deter 
thieves and may help to recover the vehicle if it is stolen. 

Key, wheel, and tire replacement plans are optional services that dealerships may offer to 
customers to protect their investment in the vehicle. Key replacement plans offer coverage for lost 
or damaged keys, while wheel and tire replacement plans offer coverage for damage to wheels and 
tires caused by road hazards. 

The benefits of purchasing these optional items when buying a used car from a dealership include: 

1. Theft prevention: Vehicle etching can deter thieves and may make the vehicle less attractive to 
steal. 

2. Peace of mind: Key, wheel, and tire replacement plans can offer customers peace of mind 
knowing that they are protected from unexpected and costly repairs. 

3. Cost savings: By purchasing these optional plans, customers can potentially save money on 
repair and replacement costs over the life of the vehicle. 

4. Convenience: Key, wheel, and tire replacement plans can offer customers convenient solutions 
for unexpected issues that may arise with their vehicle. 

Overall, while these optional plans come at an additional cost, they can provide customers with 
added protection and peace of mind knowing that their investment is safeguarded. It is important 
for customers to carefully consider these options and weigh the costs and benefits before making a 
decision. 

Optional Products and Services Disclosure forms provide transparency to a used car deal that allow 
the customer to know exactly what they are paying for an itemized list of those products and lets 
the customer know what it would cost with or without the products being offered.  

Some of the benefits to dealerships that offer services like this, beyond an increase in revenue, can 
be offsetting some of the costs that come with financing a customer that has subprime credit. 
Customers with subprime credit will often receive discount fees that are extended to a dealership 
on behalf of the financial institution that they use during the financing process. In the next section, 
we will talk about financing and what forms are involved with that.  

In addition to the optional goods and services, the form also outlines other miscellaneous charges 
that are included with the deal that are not options. Things like: 

Cash Price of Additional Accessories 
Electronic Vehicle Registration or Transfer Charge 
Document Processing Charge (Doc Fees) 
Emissions Testing Charge 
Prior Credit or Lease Balance 

This form must be signed and dated by the customer and the customer must receive a copy. 
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Example of an Optional Products and Services Disclosure Form: 
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Privacy Policy 

The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA), also known as the Financial Services Modernization Act, is a 
federal law that regulates the collection, use, and disclosure of personal financial information by 
financial institutions, including car dealerships that provide financing and insurance products to their 
customers. 

The Safeguards Rule is a part of the GLBA that requires financial institutions to develop, implement, 
and maintain a comprehensive information security program to protect customer information. The 
Safeguards Rule requires financial institutions to assess risks to customer information, design and 
implement a safeguard program to mitigate those risks, and regularly monitor and test the 
effectiveness of those safeguards. 

Car dealerships in California are subject to the GLBA and the Safeguards Rule if they provide 
financing or insurance products to their customers. This means that dealerships must have a 
comprehensive information security program in place to protect customer information, including 
physical, administrative, and technical safeguards to prevent unauthorized access to customer 
information. 

Under the Safeguards Rule, car dealerships must: 

1. Designate one or more employees to coordinate the information security program. 

2. Conduct a risk assessment to identify potential risks to customer information. 

3. Develop and implement a written information security program that includes administrative, 
technical, and physical safeguards to protect customer information. 

4. Regularly monitor and test the effectiveness of the safeguards and make necessary changes to 
the program. 

Overall, car dealerships in California must comply with the GLBA and the Safeguards Rule to protect 
their customers' personal and financial information. This includes developing and maintaining a 
comprehensive information security program that addresses potential risks and safeguards 
customer information. 
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Example of a Privacy Policy 
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Used Vehicle History Disclosure Form 

The Used Vehicle History 
Disclosure form is a document 
required for used car sales by 
dealerships in California. The 
form is designed to provide 
customers with information 
about the vehicle's history, 
such as whether it has been 
involved in any accidents, if it 
has any lines, if it has ever 
been salvaged or rebuilt, or if 
it has had any major repairs. 

The Used Vehicle History 
Disclosure form is required by 
law to be provided to 
customers before they 
purchase a used vehicle from a 
dealership in California. The 
purpose of this requirement is 
to ensure that customers are 
fully informed about the 
condition and history of the 
vehicle they are purchasing, 
and to protect them from any 
misrepresentation or fraud by 
the dealership. 

By providing customers with a comprehensive history of the used vehicle they are considering 
purchasing, the Used Vehicle History Disclosure form allows customers to make an informed 
decision about whether to proceed with the purchase or not. It also helps customers to identify 
potential problems with the vehicle that may affect its value or safety. 

Overall, the Used Vehicle History Disclosure form is an important tool for protecting customers and 
promoting transparency in the used car sales process. It allows customers to make informed 
decisions about their purchases and helps to prevent fraud and misrepresentation by dealerships. 

 

 

 

 

 


